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Hilarious and heartfelt, Ron Wolfson's inspiring memoir is filled with stories of growing up in a warm

family, encountering colorful characters like the merchants of Omaha and the famous Warren

Buffett, navigating adolescence and learning never to underestimate his mother. With easygoing

Midwestern humor and profound poignancy, Ron's true stories of family and community in the

United States of America will resonate with anyone seeking to shape stronger families, create

compelling communities, and live their best life - a life of joy and laughter, meaning and purpose,

and, yes, blessings and kisses.
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I laughed (hard) and I wept. Ron Wolfson is a consummate storyteller, and his coming-of-age tale is

sweet, warm, and captivating. His dedication to his family and his love for his hometown are

inspiring. Going far beyond his own personal reminisces, this book is the chronicle of the

transformation of Jewish education in America by one of our most innovative, creative, pathfinding

educators. It used to be said that "Jewish education in America is a mile wide but only an inch

deep." Dr. Ron dug deeper and deeper, and because of him, and the thousands he has trained and

inspired, our children know and love much more of their heritage. The Best Boy in the United States

is a celebration of life that ignites the spirit and satisfies the soul. Highly, highly recommended.

What a marvelous book! I grew up in the Omaha Beth El Jewish community Ron writes about. It

was wonderful to see it all again through the lens of Ron's memory, to see unfolding in the specific



microcosm of a Midwestern town, universal, timeless values of faith, family, and community. Who

knew Omaha would become the Anatevka of the new millennium? Ron makes his own miracle with

the material. He is never preachy. He tells us stories, and through them, how life in a Jewish

community in a Midwestern town gave birth to his own Jewish neshama, Jewish soul. He provides

us with a model for processing our own stories and for living our lives with joy and commitment.

Ron's message of joy empowers and lifts the reader to new heights! Mazal Tov! What a wonderful

Shanah Tovah gift to the world!

Dr. Wolfson is an outstanding speaker & author. Several people have told me they couldn't put the

book down. He is an educator who entertainswhile teaching. His speeches and The Best Boy in the

United States of America are most enjoyable. Ellen L. Jacobs

I enjoyed reading this book very much. I liked the short and specific chapters on different subjects.

Although the title may be a little arrogant, the author did not impress me as being arrogant. It was

interesting to read about the family relationships the author had and to read about his ups and

downs at various times in his life. I had a few tears in my eyes when I finished reading the book.

I loved this book. It was a heartwarming book telling of the love of family and community. It made

you laugh and cry. it also made me so proud to be a Jewish American. It reminded me of my

European grandparents and the overwhelming love grandparents can have for grandchildren. It is a

wonderful book filled with love of family. I applaud Ron Worlfson for sharing his life with all of us.

Great book!!!!Lisa Epstein

A warm, touching, funny, intimate, accessible and deeply inspirational memoir. Great stories and

lots of practical wisdom for families and communities. You will definitely be moved to both laughter

and tears. Very highly recommended!

Beautiful, meaningful, insightful, moving, funny and reflective. I have already recommended it to

some friends who have been enjoying it, as well.

This is a great read! Ron takes you into his life and shares with you what made him into a

magnificent husband, father, grandfather, educator and the Best Boy in the United States!
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